Teaching time lost... Second school teachers lose an average of...
17.2 MINUTES
86 MINUTES... to social media related classroom disruption

Classroom disruption... Nominet commissioned Opinium to survey 500 UK secondary school teachers (year 7 and above) between 9th and 16th August 2017. *1 Time lost is assuming five hours of lessons per day, and a 39-week school year.

46% Half of all responding head teachers have experienced pupils using social media apps in class
4 in 10 Are they likely to be dating?
27% 17% Are they likely to be sharing the dates?
50% Half of teachers say social media issues such as these are contributing to their pupils achieving lower grades than they should

Resolving social media issues...

What teachers say...

Long term impact...

More than half of teachers say social media has negatively affected their pupils’ mental health
57%

But many teachers don’t feel equipped to provide the best help...

A silver lining...

Despite many negative issues around social media, 65% of teachers believe it can help pupils develop their digital literacy. A Nominet study reveals that secondary school teachers believe social media is a more positive influence than a negative influence for pupils.

Top tips for managing social media...

Share with Care (Always make sure to consider the feelings of others and provide regular updates in a respectful and open manner) and Passion (always be passionate and confident when sharing information with others) are two key areas that should be considered when dealing with social media issues. A Nominet study reveals that secondary school teachers believe social media is a more positive influence than a negative influence for pupils.

About the research: The research was conducted by Opinium for Nominet, the internet company delivering public benefit and is the trusted guardian of the UK namespace – the unique set of letters that make up a website.
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For more information visit: www.nominet.uk/news

With these results in mind, Nominet set up and operates Nominet.net, its educational foundation that funds tech for good projects. Nominet.net is a registered UK charity (charity number 1036076) and an exempt charity under section 42XDA of the勇敢踏出理应包括迈入...